A new approach to integrating data deposit and discovery with a workflow tool
Mendeley helps researchers work smarter
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...and aggregates research data in the cloud

Mendeley manages research papers...
We’re aggregating a crowdsourced research database with a unique layer of social & real-time usage stats.

Mendeley as a all-in-one solution: integrating deposit with a workflow tool

“A bottom-up approach to remote deposit into IRs”
400,000 users; the 20 largest userbases:

University of Cambridge
Stanford University
MIT
Imperial College London
University of Oxford
Harvard University
University of Michigan
University College London
University of California at Berkeley
Sao Paulo University
University of Edinburgh
Cornell University
Princeton University
RWTH Aachen
Columbia University
Max Planck Society
University of Cologne
Yale University
University of Wisconsin
University of Florida

Mendeley after 16 months:
Real-time data on 28m research papers:

Mendeley after 16 months:
Mendeley API - mashups with data on:

- Chemical compounds
- Locations
- Alzheimer’s research
- Grant funding
- Twitter streams
Example application – Mendeley + Google Wave

Me and Findmeevidence:
This is the prototype Google Wave app using the Mendeley OpenAPI.
I am writing about information processing.

findmeevidence
Author: Francisco Tomay
Finds relevant bibliographic references from Mendeley and inserts them in the blip
Uninstall

Miller, G. A. (1956). The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information. Psychological Review, 63(2)
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